Everi to Highlight Growing Interactive
Gaming Capabilities at 2018 Global Gaming
Expo
Platform Positions Company to Accelerate Delivery of Proven Land-Based Game
Content to Online Social and Real-Money Markets

LAS VEGAS, Oct. 08, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Everi Holdings Inc. (NYSE: EVRI)
(“Everi” or the “Company”), the casino gaming industry’s only single source provider of gaming
products and financial technology solutions, is now delivering a comprehensive portfolio of
interactive gaming products with the launch of its Remote Game Server (“RGS”) which it will
unveil at the 18th annual Global Gaming Expo (G2E®) at the Sands Expo and Convention Center
in Las Vegas from October 9-11. Alongside the Company’s most diverse lineup of Games and
FinTech solutions, Everi will show casino operators how they can seamlessly create an online
gaming entertainment community uniquely tailored to their brand and player strategies through
the RGS.
The RGS is a platform to develop and distribute new games with a strategy that allows operators
to launch land-based, online real-money, and online social gaming channels with higher visibility
and promotion. Everi will leverage its existing land-based portfolio to offer more than 50 titles
on its RGS in 2019 to support the Company’s interactive gaming strategy focused on exceeding
expectations by replicating Everi’s premium land-based gaming experience for online players.
The RGS was recently launched to support online social gaming opportunities and will soon be
available to licensed online real-money gaming operators following approval by independent
gaming testing agencies and regulators by the end of the year.
“Everi is favorably positioned to help our customers benefit through the development of
customized gaming experiences that will engage their existing patrons, attract new players, and
help them grow their businesses,” said Michael Rumbolz, President and Chief Executive Officer,
of Everi. “Our customers know Everi as a creator of world-class content with slot gaming
entertainment that continues to raise the bar on excitement and player engagement. Our new
interactive gaming capabilities build on this legacy with content that will enable operators to
deliver the most compelling online gaming, social, casual, and mobile content and to build player
loyalty for their unique and valuable brands.”
“Everi has an expansive library of tier one content that we can now bring directly from our landbased game development process to our new RGS,” said David Lucchese, Executive Vice
President, Digital and Interactive Business Leader, for Everi. “While we are still early in the
rollout of our interactive solutions, our capabilities and success in this segment continue to
improve at a significant clip with Super Jackpot Slots™, already a top-rated, full-featured online
social casino offering. We also have a tremendous library of high-performing stepper games that

we are now leveraging including the successful launch of the High Rollin Vegas Slots™ online
social casino. To date, our social and real-money interactive offerings are top performers and the
launch of Everi’s RGS will be another catalyst as we ramp our activities. Our library uses proven
land-based math models and themes that players love to play in both the three-reel mechanical
and video multi-line games. Players connect and engage with Everi’s deep library of games and
it’s exciting to be able to unlock this for online operators.”
At G2E, Everi’s Interactive division’s business discussions will include a focus on working with
customers and partners to integrate with its RGS to bring proven, land-based tier one content to
interactive and online channels. Discussions will also focus on establishing new relationships
with brand and intellectual property owners to deliver these assets to both real-money wagering
and social casino markets and seeking new affiliate partners and sponsorship/marketing
opportunities for the Company’s social casino opportunities.
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About Everi
Everi is a leading supplier of technology solutions for the casino gaming industry. The Company
provides casino operators with a diverse portfolio of products including innovative gaming
machines that Powers the Casino Floor®, and casino operational and management systems that
include comprehensive, end-to-end financial technology solutions, critical intelligence offerings,
and gaming operations efficiency technology. Everi also provides proven, tier one land-based
game content to online social and real-money markets via its Remote Game Server and operates
social play for fun casinos. Everi’s mission is to be a transformative force for casino operations
by facilitating memorable player experiences, delivering reliable protection and security, and
striving for customer satisfaction and operational excellence. For more information,
visit www.everi.com.
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